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I. Introduction 

 
Wialan Network Monitoring System Appliance is a complex monitoring 
system composed of many individual modules oriented to give you an easy a 
comprehensive monitoring solution for Wialan Equipment. 

 

II.  Connectivity 
 
Standard monitoring solutions rely on the ability of the monitoring software to 
connect to the monitored appliance.  That fact can impose not needed 
complications, especially when the monitoring server is on a different 
geographical location, such as NOCs and other central monitoring facilities.  
In these scenarios, the monitored devices tend to be in firewall protected and 
private networks, where, to allow external access, complex firewall and 
routing policies have to be put in place in order to let the monitoring device 
inside the network to be able to reach its intended targets. 
Wialan solution turns this problem around, literally.  In order to simplify the 
network configuration needed for monitoring, all Wialan’s equipment leaves 
the factory with the capacity to establish a VPN connection with our 
monitoring appliance.  Being the monitored device the one that initiate the 
connection, most of the time, no network reconfiguration is necessary, and the 
standard, certificate protected VPN tunnel is more than enough to take care of 
the needed security when dealing with sensitive monitoring data. 
  

III.  Monitoring Core Module 
 

Wialan’s Network Management System basic monitoring functionality is 
based on an open source industry standard solution. This platform provides all 
the monitoring features that a network engineer dreams about.  

 
Current Status 

 
Tactical Overview Section 
 
It all begins in the Tactical Overview Section, where, with a quick glance, 
the network engineer can easily determine the general status of the 
network.  Without focusing on specific host or services, the Tactical 
Overview presents a summary of the unhandled and handled alerts (that 
can be queried using links in that same section).  The health of the 
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monitoring server is also present on this section, so you can be sure that 
the main component of your monitoring solution is running properly. 
 

 
 
Host Section 
 
The host section presents you with a list of all the devices you are 
monitoring at any given time.  This section covers only the current 
availability check, showing you the moment of the last performed check, 
how long the current status has been and the packet loss attained during 
the availability check (the basic host availability check uses an ICMP 
ping), which also allows you to ascertain the level of reliability of the 
network channel you are using to monitor the device.  From that section 
you can jump to individual hosts status by clicking on their names, or, in 
the case of Wialan’s devices, you can even jump to their management 
interface which is, of course, secure on its own, guaranteeing that although 
somebody can monitor the general status of a host, only the authorized 
personnel can make changes to the configuration. 
This section also allows you to jump to various Host Group views. 
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Service Section 
 
The service section gives you a more detailed list of all the hosts with its 
associated monitored services and associated details, such as up time for 
the services, how many times it has been checked before generating an 
alert and the time of the last check.  From this section you can jump to any 
specific host or to the detailed report for the a specific service of an 
specific host which will let you in turn get into more detailed reports such 
as service and alert histories, availability and trends.  And as the hosts are 
listed, in the case of Wialan’s devices, you can also jump to their 
management interfaces from this section. 
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Host Group Section 
 
In order to make hosts list more manageable, the Host Group Section, as 
the name implies, gives you a view of the hosts, group by any criteria you 
see fit, such as devices per client, devices in a geographical location, or 
devices of a specific type.  The hosts can be repeated in this view so you 
can have the same host in different functional groups in order to 
classifying them according to your specific needs.  For the information 
presented here, this is the section where you will spend more of your time. 
This section has two available subsections, the first one, the summary, will 
give you an overlook of the health of any specific host group, without 
detailing the individual hosts belonging to it.  From that subsection you 
can jump to any individual host group. 
The second subsection, the grid, gives you all host groups and their 
members in a comprehensive view, where you can see their individual 
status and alerts up to the services level, and from there, again, you can 
jump to any individual device, host group or management interfaces. 
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Problem Section 
 
This section is dedicated solely to any condition that represents a problem 
or issue with the devices and/or network.  All alerts are in one of two 
states, a warning or an alert.  The section is divided into three subsections 
dealing with the origin of the problem (host, service or network), and 
whether they have been handled or not. 
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Reports 
 
The reports offered by the monitoring system are available from 
practically every section, where all reports pertinent to the section are 
presented.  Nevertheless, there is a more consolidated Report section so it 
is easier to get them in case your current task is of a more historical nature. 
There are reports available for every device, service and aspect of the 
system, and they are divided as follows: 
 
Availability Reports 
 
These reports show you the level, in percentage of availability of the 
object you wish to evaluate, and, in the case of a host group, of all the 
hosts in such group.  The report is available by choosing the object and the 
period of time that you may want to evaluate. 
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Trend 
 
The Trend report is available only to host or individual service into each 
host, and shows in a graph, how has been the host or service available 
during the period of time evaluated, allowing the user to determine details 
such as the time the host or service is failing, which could in turn indicate 
an environmental circumstance occurring at only certain times. 
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Alerts 
 
The alert section contains an historical record of all the alerts produced by 
a monitored service or device.  There are many types of alerts depending 
on the object producing it.  In the case of hosts, the alerts may be a change 
to a down state (the host does not answer), an up state (the host started to 
answer) and unreachable (the network the host belongs to is not 
reachable).  In the case of service, the alerts may reflect an ok state (the 
service is answering), critical (the service is not answering) and warning 
(the service may be responding, but in an unexpected way). 
This section is divided in a detailed history subsection, a summary 
subsection and a histogram subsection, available only to individual hosts 
or services, which lets you see in a graphical way the amount of alerts 
generated per time unit. 
 

 
 
Notifications 
 
The section shows the notifications generated by the alerts.  Notifications 
are defined as any possible way the system has of letting know a user of 
any alert produced by the system.  These notifications can be programmed 
to be issued to different contacts according to many different policies.  For 
example, when a device is alternating between up and down state 
repeatedly, the system catalog it to be in a “flapping state” so a flapping 
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state notification is sent and the up and down notifications are disabled, to 
avoid overwhelming the user with continuous notifications of something 
that may be an already determined issue. 
 

 
 
System 

 
The system area is a section dedicated to show the user information about 
the monitoring system itself.  It has many sections that allow you to see 
from the amount of server processes to the polling schedule for every 
specific host. 
Especial attention has to be placed to the Comments section, where you 
can write persistent comments to individual hosts or services, allowing 
system administrators to share information or write observations about a 
host or service that may be useful in the future 

 

 
 

IV.  Customization 
 

Although out-of-the-box the monitoring system is ready to be used, 
customization is allowed in order to adapt the monitoring to your specific 
needs.  In the case of Wialan’s devices, they are equipped with a series of 
reporting mechanisms, such as SNMP or syslog, which can give you more in 
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dept or diagnostic information for any host or service.  For example, using the 
standard SNMP network MIB, the device may report uptime and many other 
useful parameters and statistics.  
Customization also opens the door for integration with other software, such as 
billing applications, CRM systems and many more. 
 


